Special thanks to the following donors for their significant support of the GSE. Gift levels include planned/deferred gifts.

$1 million and above
Robert and Jane Morrow

$250,000–$499,999
Marta and Kenneth Thrasher

$100,000–$249,999
Anonymous (2)
Patricia Brod
Roger and Jan Capps
Miryang Kim

$25,000–$99,999
Anonymous
Alex Benenson
Susan Lenski
Joann Sonnen
Gayle and Donald Thieman

DEAN’S CIRCLE
The Graduate School of Education Dean’s Circle recognizes donors who give $500 or more to the GSE during the fiscal year.

Anonymous (2)
Louis and Darlene Balmer
Alex Benenson
Nancy Benson
Steve and Mary Brannan
Patricia Brod
Mindy Campbell
Roger and Jan Capps
Judson and Betty Clifton
David Cox
Anne Cunningham Carson and Gary Carson
Scott and Bridget Dawson
Robert and Raelyn Dolton
Colin and Patricia Dunkeld
Bob and Shelley Everhart
Rick Hardt
Anneke Hathaway
Betty and Larry Hittle
Randy and Lynn Hitz
Tusie and G. Hodgin
Linda and Gene Holt
Art and Virginia Kayser
Miryang Kim
Mary Kinnick and Mary VanCleave
Merle and John Kovash
Vivian Larson
Susan Lenski
Hanoch and Cheryl Livneh
Philip and Lori Long
Stephanie McBride and Stan Nowack
Marietta Miick
Robert and Jane Morrow
Deborah Peterson and Edwin Perry
Amy Petti
Karl Ritzau
Leonard Rotman
Barbara Ruben and Jeffery Hammarlund
Susan and James Rustvold
David Sampsel
Gerry and Margaret Scovill
Marion Sharp
Pati Sluys
Richard and Joann Sonnen
Paula and Keith Stanovich
Sally Starker
Jim and Rachelan Stronach
Simeon Taylor
Gayle and Donald Thieman
Marta and Kenneth Thrasher
Anna Mae Tichy
David and Leann Tourzan
Jerry and Lucille Wilkins
Dilafruz Williams
Sandy Wiscarson
Brad Zenger

PARK BLOCKS SOCIETY
The Graduate School of Education Park Blocks Society recognizes donors who give up to $499 to the GSE during the fiscal year.

Anonymous (4)
Virginia and Bruce Adams
Steven Allen
Steven Allen
Ingrid Anderson
John and Susan Anderson
Sarah Andrews-Collier and Ed Collier
Beverly and Tim Annala
Carol and Jerry Arnold
Benjamin and Paula Arthur
Tara Asai
Nicole Atalla
Ruthann and James Audritsh
Suzanne and Dale Auvil
Judy and Michael Ayers
Janet Baillie
Robert Baird
Sharon Baker
Linda Bannister
Donna Barker
Christopher Bartlo and Joanna Taylor
Mary Bartlo
Jennifer Basham
Kelly Bauman
Anne Bayer-Tessler and Steven Tessler
Karim Beagle
Gwen Beals
Ann Beasley Easterly and Darlie Easterly
Lindsey Becker
Ursula Bendix
Martha and Paul Benninghoff
Nicole Bernardi
Margaret Berning
Susan Bertotti
Aditya Bhutada
James Bickford
Erline and Larry Binkerd
Frank Bitzer
Ronald and LaRae Bogh
Paula and Robert Bowly
Lynn Boyd
Ella Bozigar
Linda Brake
Mary and Henry Breithaupt
Lonnie Breninger
Christine and Larry Breshears
Jan Brett
Sarah Breul
Roberta Brice
Margie and Gerald Brickley
Meredith Brodsky
Louise and Gregory Brown
Howard Brownstein
Iris Brownstein
Kenneth Brownstein
Shanna Brownstein
Carol and Robert Bruce
Alayne Bryan
(Continued)
Joanne and Jim Davis
Sara and Kenneth Davis
Tana and Thomas Dearborn
Janet DeARDoff
Shelby DePriest
Judith and Mike Desrochers
Margaret Dials
Alodie and Donald Didier
Janice Dolan
Jeannine Douglas
Sarah Drummond Hays
Sara Jo Duerr
Judith Dunlap
Jean DuPere
Darlene and Jerry Duyckinck
Donna Edwards
Jean Edwards and Brian Gergen
Nancy Eichsteadt
Gale Elkins
Bonnie and Daniel English
Mary Fahrer
Nancy Falciner
Maureen Fallt
Travis Farnsworth
Bernd Ferner and Ines Koerner
Diane Fisker
Celine Fitzmaurice
Janet and William Ford
Laurie and Roger Fosmark
Frederica and Larry Frager
Lauren Frank
Dolores Franklin
Robert and Katherine Friedemann
Page and Fletcher Frisch
Crystal Froembling
Deanna Fujita
Ann Fullerton
Sandra Giese
Derek and Suzanne Gibbs
Michael and Jean Gleason
Joanna Goll
Karen and Daniel Goll
Tyrone Goll
Rita Goodwin
Lee Gordon and Miriam Reshotko
Sunny Graham
Karla Gray-Ramirez and Marciel Ramirez
Marcia Gregor Garrick and John Garrick
Alicia Grimshaw
Alan and Monica Grinnell
Eliane and Gordon Grose
Gwenda and Michael Gustkey
Ericka and Guy Guynes
Marjorie and Gilbert Gwilliam
Scott Hacké and Barbara Baudinat-Hacké
Evelyn Haertel
Janet Halbert
Eun-Chung Han
Seymour Hanfling
Patsy Hansen
Kathleen Hanson
Devin Harkness
Tamara Diana Harris
Jim Harshfield and Pamela Simpson
Nora Hatfield
Robert Hatton
Hans Hawley
Susan Hayden
Leslie Heimer
Jerry and Susan Hein
Marilyn and Lyman Herb
Reyna Hernandez Orr
Kathryn Hibbard
Kenton Hill and Leslie Rennie-Hill
Betty Hirsch
I-Pin and Jane Ho
Marilyn Hobbs
Richard Hobbs
Ruth and Clark Hofmann
Mark and Ingeborg Holliday
Terry and Galye Holmes
Pamela and Rich Holt
Brad Horton
Weiming Hu
Wallace Hummasti
Ronald Humphrey
Nancy and Donald Humpfries
Marlene Hunter
Crystal Huntington
Shirley and William Huyette
Frederick and Mildred Jackson
Harriet Jackson
Jaymee Jacoby and Alon Kutchinsky
Samuel and Lisa Jennings
Jennifer Jensen
Ruth Jensen
JoAnne Jessel
Andrew and Julie Job
Joe Johnson
Patrick Johnson
Katherine Jones
Kelley Jones-Powell
Jean and Rich Josephson
Ellie and Dean Justice
Ariana and Hakim Kaci
Nancy Kardonsky
Helen and Richard Keagle
Nancy Keenan
Michael Keith
Sonja Kelley
Sybil Kelley
Carolyn Kelly and Alan Rousseau
Mae and Michael Kelly
Nancy and Thomas Kelly
Terese Kelly
Maureen Kenny
Britanie Kessler
Richard Keyes
Rose and Jim Kilpatrick
Steve Kingsley
Robert and Geraldine Kirchgatter
Phyllis and John Kirkwood
Virginia and Gilbert Kleweno
Kristin and Donald Klotter
Carrie Knoll
Virginia Knowles
Laree Koenig
Diane and Dirk Koopman
Elizabeth Koshy and Paul Pierson
Suzanne and David Krause
Melinda Krueger

†Faculty/staff (including retired)
‡Deceased
PSU alumni
PARK BLOCKS SOCIETY
(Continued)
Marietta and Glen Kuykendall
Georgia LaBlanc
Dennis Lambie
Melody Landry
Jack and Susan Lane
Ellen and J. Russell Langwig
Justine Larson
Dianna and Gene Laughlin
Mary Laughlin
Colby Lawn
Bill Layton
Jan and William Lee
Phyllis and Gerald Lee
Arnold and Claudia Leppert
Sean Leverty
Dennis Lewman and Kaoru Arai
Hui Li
Andrew Lillie
Carl Lino
Andrew Lockwood
Lucille Lowery
Annielaurie Lund
Jackie Macy
Frances Maddox
Kendra Manton
Dafna Margalit
Gail Maron
Daniel Marshall
Katie Marshall
Scott A and Christy Marshall
Nancy and Ken Martin
Sharon Martine
Sarah Masterson
Patricia Mathews
Lynn Mayer
Barbara and Tom McAllister
Laurie McCall
Ellen McCarthy
Jean McCloskey
Dorothy McElhone
Margaret McGovern
Jane McGraw
Katherine and Dale McGriff
Douglas and Lisa McKillips
Robert McKinnon
Harold McNaron
Victoria McNeil
Charles and Diana McNulty
Lowell McVicker and Gertrude Bernstein
Carol Meyer
Kristin Mihalko
Harry Milczuk
Anne Mileham
Jim Miller
John Miller
Carol and John Mitchell
Gay and Charles Mitchell
Mary and Christopher Moller
Kathleen Monroe
David Mooney
John and Maureen Moore
Marlys Morland
Colleen Morris
Sharon and George Mowry
Michele and John Mudd
Bert Mueller
Steven and Linda Mulkey
Leslie A and Thomas Munson
Hazel and Wallace Murdock
Karen Murphy
Chris Murray
John and Ann Myers
Ron Narode and Sarah Cleveland
Glenda and Paul Neeram
Paula Naher
Clarie Nelson
Joseph Nelson
Susan and Ralph Nelson
Peggy and Robert Nitschke
Karen Noordhoff
Catherine Normile
Mary and Oliver Norville
Beverly Notdurft
Cecilia Nowack
Mary Lou Oberon
Albert and Eloyce O’Connor
Ronald and Janet O’Day
Tyece Okamura
Barbara O’Keefe
Judith O’Kelley
Lynn Olsen
Ned and Adele Olson
Harold and Elsie Onishi
Kathleen Orton
Mary Lee and Gary Oshiro
Gae Overaas
Helen Marie Parent
Kitsie Parkinson
Gail Parnell
Judy Parsons
Laure and Rick Patrick
Sharon and George Payne
Randall Peckham
Stephanie Perkins
Andrew Persse
Matthew Phillips
Wanda and Frank Phipps
Gardiner Platt
Mickey and Kathleen Poff
George and Suzette Polas
Karen and Butch Pollard
Karen and Ralph Powell
Beverly Pratt-Miller
Susan and Roger Price
Virgil and Patricia Prindle
Gayle Putnam
Kathleen Quinlivan Carlile
Dorothy Ramig
Denise Ramsden
Jeanette Richardson
Nathan and Cheryl Riffle
Orval Rinke
George and Claire Rives
Paula Roberts
Ann and Ken Romer
Jane Rondhaler
Mary and James Rose
Hal and Anna Rosene
Lauren Rosenstein
Barbara Rossi-Underriner and David Underriner
Esther Rucker
Frieda and Dennis Ryland
Gary and Jeanie Salyers
Lynn Santelmann and Paul Navarre
Laurie and William Schlegel
James Schultz
Jennifer and Karl Schulz
Mairi Scott
Kay and Gregg Seiler
Lois and William Shatzer
Sheilagene and Jim Shaw
Joanne and Richard Shipley
Jinny Shipman and Richard Kaiser
Mary and Thomas Showalter
Bernetta and Michael Simpson
Katie Skovborg
Timothy Smart
Barbara Smith
Dale and Leilani Smith
Dottie Smith
Francine and Joe Smith
Kris Smith
Norrine Smokey-Smith and Terry Smith
Jeanette Soby
Christine and Arne Soland
Steven Sonnen
Joan and Paul Sorbets
Amanda Soto
Jayne Sowers
John and Christina Sparks
Paul Steger and Patricia Ferguson-Steger
Janet Stinson
Martha and Matthew Stockton
Patricia Stoddard
Sheila and Roger Stratman
Donna Strom
Carol Sturgill
Georgine and Fred Sullivan
Helen and Terry Sutfin
Wendy Swanson
Carrie Tanner
Sandra Tashima
Hayley Taylor
Paul Taylor
Phillips Temple
Sally Templeman
Catherine Theriault and Daniel Weston

Faculty/staff (including retired)
†Deceased
PSU alumni
Ellie Thomas
Bill Thompson
Kathleen Tischler
Beverly Tolman
Dennis Torresdal
Leslie Torresdal
David Underhill
Ramaprasad and Purnima Unni
Rashmi Vasavada
Judith and Stanley Vetovitz
Janice and David Vigna
Erica Wagner
Jane Walgren
Lisa Wallace
Penelope Walter
David Warren
Elizabeth and James Wassom
Juanita Waters
Julie Watkins
Carolyn and Craig Weaver
Jonah Weaver
Gerald Weigel
Ann and Stephen Weisensee
Charlotte Wells and Doug Kaiser
Elaine Wheeler
Jennifer White
Vera White
Barbara Wiegele
Joanne Wilkie and Ronald Morgali
Jenna Wilkinson
Trudy Williams
Valerie Williams-Hurwitz
Alice and Albert Willis
Mary Wilson
Donald and Marlene Winn
Kimball Winters
Peter and Judy Witt
Mary Woicak
Fred and Jane Wong
Joann and Leonard Workman
Howard Yank
Jack Yeh
Stephen Ying
Robert and Gigi York
Gretchen Yost
A. You
Georgia Young
Sarah Young
Theresa Youngken
Kelly Zakis
Carolynn Zenk
Madeleine and Daniel Zywicky

GIFTS IN MEMORY
Nancy Brawner-Jones
Emily de la Cruz
Gerald Hitz
Clement Lausberg
Shelley Maron
Levonne Sedgwick
Richard Sonnen
Mary York

CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS
Alpha Delta Kappa Nu Chapter
Benevity Social Ventures, Inc./American Endowment Foundation
Berning Family Credit Shelter Trust
Betty Gray Early Childhood Development Endowment Fund
BlackRock Matching Gift Program
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
The Boeing Company
The Brickley Trust
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation
Cambia Health Foundation
Ecoworks Foundation, Inc.
Fidelity Investments
The Ford Family Foundation
Glencoe Elementary School Hands On Greater Portland
IBM Corporation
The Oregon Community Foundation
Oregon Writing Festival
Quest Foundation
Trinity Episcopal Cathedral
Twin Pines Cooperative Foundation
Wells Fargo
Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC

Gifts recognized are outright gifts, deferred gifts, and pledges received between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2014. We make every effort to accurately recognize gifts. If you find any errors, please accept our apologies and contact us at jjacoby@pdx.edu so that we can correct the mistake.